


Catastrophic Plate Tectonics theory (Crea onist - Dr. John Baumgartner) CPT

The Flood was ini ated as slabs of oceanic floor broke loose and subducted along 

thousands of kilometers of pre-Flood con nental margins. Deforma on of the mantle 

by these slabs raised the temperature and lowered the viscosity of the mantle in the 

vicinity of the slabs. A resul ng thermal runaway of the slabs through the mantle led to 

metres per second mantle convec on. Cool oceanic crust which descended to the 

core/mantle boundary induced rapid reversals of the earth’s magne c field. Large 

plumes origina ng near the core/mantle boundary expressed themselves at the surface

as fissure erup ons and flood basalts. Flow induced in the mantle also produced rapid 

extension along linear belts throughout the sea floor and rapid horizontal displacement 

of con nents. Upwelling magma je soned steam into the atmosphere causing intense 

global rain. Rapid emplacement of isosta cally lighter mantle material raised the level 

of the ocean floor displacing ocean water onto the con nents. When virtually all the 

pre-Flood oceanic floor had been replaced with new, less-dense, less-subductable, 

oceanic crust, catastrophic plate mo on stopped. Subsequent cooling increased the 

density of the new ocean floor, producing deeper ocean basins and a reservoir for 

post-Flood oceans.

Hydroplate Theory: (Crea onist - Dr. Walter Brown) HPT

Before the global Flood, considerable water was under the earth’s crust. Pressure 

Increased in this subterranean water ruptured that crust, breaking it into plates. The 

escaping water flooded the earth. 

Because hydro means water, those crustal plates will be called hydroplates. Where they

broke, how they moved, and hundreds of other details and evidence – all consistent 

with the laws of physics—cons tute the hydroplate theory and explain to a great extent

why the earth looks as it does.” Excerpt from In The Beginning by Dr. Walt Brown, pg. 

105

Plate Tectonics theory: (secular geologist’s theory) PT

According to this theory, earth's crust is composed of many plates, each 30-60 miles 

thick. They move rela ve to each about an inch per year--the rate at which a 

fingernail grows. Con nents and oceans ride on top of these plates. Some mes a 

con nent, such as North America, is on more than one plate….The idea of con nental 

dri , inspired by the observa on that the con nents fit together like pieces of a giant 

jigsaw puzzle, provided strong evidence for the theory that later developed as plate 

tectonics."


